
Master Picture Light

Picture lighting is a �ne art in itself. No one appreciates this more that the 
manufacturers of the Master picture light and nothing does more justice to old 
masters and modern classics alike, than the Master picture light.

Aesthetics count for everything in the art world, and the discreet yet decorative look 
of the Master picture light will compliment the �nest frames, antique or contemporary.
The classic design and antique gilt �nish, combined with the most modern 
manufacturing available, ensure that the Master picture light will maintain its 
�ne appearance for a lifetime and beyond. Yet for all its timeless appeal and subtle 
elegance, the master picture light is a modern day triumph of design ingenuity, 
especially when it comes to replacing the lamp. Those who have struggled with 
conventional picture lights will know of extracting lamps on rickety stepladders. 
The master picture light bene�ts from unique, heat resistant, lamp mountings.
All you do is slide the top of one lampholder slightly inwards and the lamp lifts out 
with the end caps still attached. Now you can do in seconds what used to take minutes 
of frustration and fumbling.

Also included is a clip-on shield which allows the light cut-o� at the top of the canvas 
to be easily adjusted. The Master picture light can be 
mounted either directly onto the back of the picture 
frame or to the wall as required. The classic swan-neck 
arm comes in a variety of lengths to ensure easy 
clearance of the most elaborate frame, yet positions the 
light at the optimum distance from the picture.
Because of the large range of widths and arm lengths 
available, almost any canvas can be lit. 



Even larger master picture lights can be made, if necessary to special order.
Whatever your requirements, there really is no �ner way to light and enjoy your most 
treasured pictures.

Because of the large range of widths and arm lengths available, almost any canvas 
can be lit. (please see the chart at the bottom of the page).
Even larger master picture lights can be made, if necessary to special order.
Whatever your requirements, there really is no �ner way to light and enjoy your most 
treasured pictures.


